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1 Investigating Ethical Tradeoffs in Crisis Standards 

2 of Care through Simulation of Ventilator Allocation 

3 Protocols

4 Abstract

5 Introduction: Arguments over the appropriate Crisis Standards of Care (CSC) for public health 

6 emergencies often assume that there is a tradeoff between saving the most lives, saving the most life-

7 years, and preventing racial disparities. However, these assumptions have rarely been explored 

8 empirically. To quantitatively characterize possible ethical tradeoffs, we aimed to simulate the 

9 implementation of five proposed CSC protocols for rationing ventilators in the context of the COVID-19 

10 pandemic.

11 Methods: A Monte Carlo simulation was used to estimate the number of lives saved and life-years saved 

12 by implementing clinical acuity-, comorbidity- and age-based CSC protocols under different shortage 

13 conditions. This model was populated with patient data from 3707 adult admissions requiring ventilator 

14 support in a New York hospital system between April 2020 and May 2021. To estimate lives and life-

15 years saved by each protocol, we determined survival to discharge and estimated remaining life 

16 expectancy for each admission.

17 Results: The simulation demonstrated stronger performance for age- and comorbidity-sensitive 

18 protocols. For a capacity of 1 bed per 2 patients, ranking by age bands saves approximately 28.7 lives 

19 and 3408 life-years per thousand patients, while ranking by Sequential Organ Failure Assessment 

20 (SOFA) bands saved the fewest lives (13.2) and life-years (416). For all protocols, we observed a positive 

21 correlation between lives saved and life-years saved. For all protocols except lottery and the banded 

22 SOFA, significant disparities in lives saved and life-years saved were noted between White non-Hispanic, 

23 Black non-Hispanic, and Hispanic sub-populations.
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24 Conclusion: While there is significant variance in the number of lives saved and life-years saved, we did 

25 not find a tradeoff between saving the most lives and saving the most life-years. Moreover, concerns 

26 about racial discrimination in triage protocols require thinking carefully about the tradeoff between 

27 enforcing equality of survival rates and maximizing the lives saved in each sub-population.

28 1.0 Introduction

29 The allocation of scarce resources during public health emergencies is often presumed to require 

30 balancing several high-level ethical goals. For scarce resource allocation, potential ethical goals may 

31 include (i) saving the most lives,(1) (ii) saving the most life-years,(2,3) (iii) respecting principles of non-

32 discrimination,(4) or (iv) promoting health equity.(5) Crisis Standard of Care (CSC) protocols, which 

33 allocate scarce hospital resources in the setting of public health emergencies, are one such area of 

34 policymaking. Published and widely recognized protocols, such as the New York State (NYS) Ventilator 

35 Allocation Guidelines, the Pennsylvania Crisis Standards of Care, and the Colorado Crisis Standards of 

36 Care Plan (1,3,6) are taken to encode judgements about how to weight competing ethical values. The 

37 NYS guidelines use the Sequential Organ Failure Assessment (SOFA) with the stated goal of maximizing 

38 survival to discharge,(1) while the Colorado guidelines use SOFA plus quantitative adjustments for 

39 comorbidities to maximize life-years saved.(6) These protocols make an implicit assumption that the 

40 chosen clinical criteria will promote the intended ethical goal. Moreover, they assume that tradeoffs exist 

41 between goals--for example between saving the most lives and ameliorating health inequities. Because 

42 these policies are implemented in complex, dynamic systems, these assumptions may turn out to be 

43 false. Modelling of COVID-19 vaccine allocation strategies, for example, suggested no tradeoff between 

44 vaccination strategies that saved the most lives and life-years because of the strong association between 

45 age and COVID-19 mortality.(7) Rigorous and reproducible methodologies to test ethical assumptions is 

46 therefore essential if CSC protocols are to serve their intended ethical goals. 

47 Recent work (8–10) has attempted to simulate the implementation of CSC protocols in the setting 

48 of COVID-related scarcity. Miller et. al.(9) and Wunsch et. al.(10) assessed the predictive value and 

49 potential racial bias of popular protocols, but used a convenience data set of non-COVID positive 

50 individuals without simulating demand or resource scarcity. Bhavani et. al.(8) used simulation methods to 
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51 investigate allocation protocols in the setting of scarcity, but simulated triage only for COVID+ patients 

52 and did not estimate post-discharge life expectancy. Finally, Kim et. al.(11) used a discrete event 

53 simulation approach, with accompanying demand models for COVID-19 patients, to train a bespoke 

54 machine learning model for prioritizing critical care beds, but they did not assess the performance of 

55 proposed triage protocols. None of the previously reported simulation methods attempted to evaluate the 

56 tradeoff between saving the most lives to discharge and saving the most life-years.

57 We expand on this work to develop a simulation of CSC protocols that estimates tradeoffs 

58 between lives saved, life-years saved, and equal allocation of resources amongst racial groups. We 

59 ground our analysis in a more realistic context than prior work by evaluating previously published and 

60 adopted CSC protocols in the setting of a mixed population of COVID+ and COVID- patients. Our hope is 

61 that our application of quantitative simulation to a real-world clinical dataset can be broadly adapted to 

62 other bioethical debates about the appropriate mechanism for resource allocation in health systems.

63 2.0 Methods

64 We sought to simulate the implementation of five proposed ventilator allocation protocols: 1) lottery; 2) 

65 age-banding; 3) pure SOFA 4) SOFA bands (New York), 5) SOFA plus comorbidity (Colorado), and 6) a 

66 different SOFA plus comorbidity model, with age as a tie breaker (Bhavani). The age-banding protocol 

67 assigns priority by 10-year age bands, with ties broken by lottery. The NY SOFA protocol assigns priority 

68 tiers by SOFA score (SOFA ≤7 = Tier 1; SOFA 8-11 = Tier 2; SOFA ≥12 = Tier 3), with ties broken 

69 through a lottery. The Colorado protocol assigns points by SOFA band (≤5 SOFA = 1 pt; 6-9 SOFA = 2 

70 pts; 10-12 SOFA = 3 pts, >12 SOFA = 4 pts), and by a modified Charlson comorbidity index, with ties 

71 broken by lottery.(6) The Bhavani protocol (8) assigns points by SOFA bands (<9 SOFA = 1 pt; 9-11 

72 SOFA = 2 pts; 12-14 SOFA = 3 pts; >14 SOFA = 4 pts) and adds +3 points to the SOFA score of any 

73 patient with a “severe” comorbidity, understood as a van Walraven acute Elixhauser score >4 (i.e. the 

74 upper tertile of Elixhauser scores with a “90% predicted 1 year mortality” in (12)). Ties between patients in 

75 the Bhavani protocol are then broken by course-grained age-bands (0-49, 50-69, 70-84, ≥85) and then by 

76 lottery. To simplify this study, we ignored protocol instructions that involved re-assessment and re-

77 assignment of ventilators.
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78 Our study population included all critically-ill adult patients who received mechanical ventilation 

79 between April 2020 and May 2021 within the University of Rochester Medical Center system (including 

80 three hospitals in the Rochester metropolitan area). The URMC Coronavirus Ethics Response Group 

81 (CERG) convened in March 2020 to adapt the 2015 NYS Ventilator Allocation Guidelines into a usable 

82 triage algorithm.(13) Using the Clinical Translational Science Institute BLIS database and in collaboration 

83 with hospital IT, the group created a robust data workflow that allowed for the extraction and database 

84 capture of clinical information from the electronic medical record system at 30 minute intervals on all 

85 inpatient that could then be used as the basis for allocation decisions. For each patient, the data included 

86 their ventilator status, their sequential organ failure (SOFA) score, and their admission date. Through a 

87 data broker, we received deidentified data from the database combined with additional data for COVID 

88 infection status, age, sex, self-identified race and ethnicity, acute comorbidities (ICD-10 diagnosis), and 

89 discharge status from electronic health records for all subjects.  Missing values relevant to SOFA score 

90 calculation within the first 24 hours of ventilation were assumed to be normal (rather than imputed), 

91 aligning with common practice and the necessity for timely data in a resource shortage.(10,14) 

92 Our study involved secondary re-use of a de-identified version of this dataset. It was deemed by 

93 the University of Rochester Research Subject Review Board as exempt from review and a waiver of 

94 informed consent was granted. The dataset was fully anonymized before being accessed by the study 

95 team, and was provided to us on the 15th of January 2022.

96 4604 admissions involving mechanical ventilation, from 4147 unique patients, were identified 

97 during the study period. Of these, 897 (19.5%) were excluded because they (i) lacked the lab results 

98 required to calculate an initial SOFA score within ±24 hours of their initial intubation (n=320), (ii) had no 

99 discharge disposition, ICD-10 codes or COVID test data (n=245), or (iii) had an unclear pattern of 

100 admissions and intubations (n=332). The distribution of age, sex, race and COVID positivity amongst the 

101 excluded patients was similar to the included patients. There was no significant difference in survival 

102 rates amongst the excluded (72%) and included (72%) encounters (Table S5). Demographic features of 

103 the final modelling cohort of 3707 encounters from 3512 unique patients are described in Table 1.
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104

105 We simulated the implementation of each protocol under different levels of scarcity using a Monte 

106 Carlo method. Extending the approach of Bhavani et al.,(8) our model simulates an n/20 (i.e. 5%, 

107 10%...95% capacity) ventilator shortage by (1) randomly sampling twenty patients <A, B, …., T> from our 

108 dataset, and assigning each patient to one of ten decision “pairs” randomly numbered 1 through 10 (e.g. 

109 1:[A, R], 2:[H, C]….10: [Q, L]) , (2) ranking the patients in each pair for priority based on the relevant 

110 protocol (e.g. 1:[A > R], 2:[C > H]….10:[Q>L]), (3) allocating beds to both patients in the first n-10 pairs 

111 (i.e. if n=15, then assign [A=1, R=1], [C=1, H=1] etc. to first five pairs), and not allocating beds to either 

112 patient in the last 10-n pairs (i.e. if n=15, then no pairs miss out on beds), 4) allocating a bed to the 

113 highest priority patients in each remaining pair (e.g. [Q=1, L=0]), and 4) repeating this process until all 

114 patients in our dataset have been allocated (or not) a bed.  We estimated survival in each simulation by 

Table 1: Descriptive Statistics for Mechanically Ventilated Adult Patients, March 2020 to April 2021

Feature n % Survival Age-Adjusted Survival
% (CI) % (CI)

Overall 3707 72 (71-74) 84 (82-86)
Sex

Male 2197 59 73 (71 - 75) 84 (80 - 87)
Female 1510 41 72 (69 - 74) 84 (80 - 86)

Age
<25 104 03 93 (86 - 97)
25-34 235 06 90 (85 - 93)
35-44 247 07 83 (77 - 87)
45-54 456 12 81 (77 - 85)
55-64 868 23 76 (73 - 79)
65-74 980 26 69 (66 - 73)
75-84 629 17 60 (54 - 64)
>85 188 05 50 (38 - 59)

Race
AAPI, non-Hispanic 50 01 78 (61 - 89) 87 (24 - 97)
AIAN, non-Hispanic 3 >01 1.0 1.0
Black, non-Hispanic 577 16 76 (72 - 80) 82 (74 - 87)
Hispanic 152 04 82 (73 - 88) 89 (78 - 94)
White, non-Hispanic 2752 74 71 (69 - 74) 85 (81 - 87)
>1 Race, non-Hispanic 16 >01 75 (36 - 93) 87 (23 - 96)
Unknown, non-Hispanic 157 04 79 (81 - 87)

COVID Status
Negative 2431 66 73 (71 - 75) 84 (81 - 86)
Positive 1276 34 71 (68 - 74) 83 (76 - 88)

SOFA Band
1-7 3192 86 76 (74 - 77) 87 (84 - 89)
8-11 372 10 56 (49 - 63) 58 (15 - 80)
11-24 143 04 48 (34 - 59) 75 (00 - 83)
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115 observing the actual (scarcity-free) survival to discharge of patients assigned beds. We assumed that 

116 patients who were not allocated a bed in our simulation did not survive. We repeated the simulation 1,000 

117 times for the 50% capacity results and 250 times for all other capacity levels.

118 For each simulation, we calculated (i) survival rate, (ii) age-adjusted survival rate, and (iii) 

119 aggregate comorbidity-adjusted life expectancy (in years). Due to COVID’s severe age-associated 

120 mortality and the distribution of age within racial groups, survival rates for sub-populations were age-

121 adjusted, and confidence intervals for both raw and age-adjusted rates were calculated using the 

122 modified Gamma method of Tiwari et al.(15,16) Raw life expectancy was calculated for each subject from 

123 the corresponding National Vital Statistics System (NVSS) life tables for their age, sex and race. The 

124 impact of comorbidities on life expectancy was estimated by applying the adjustments previously 

125 calculated by Cho et. al for Medicare recipients without a history of cancer.(17) Subjects were placed into 

126 one of three comorbidity bands (none, low/medium, high) and the corresponding age adjustment in Cho 

127 et. al was applied, before re-calculating the subject’s life expectancy using the NVSS tables. The 

128 comorbidity adjustment for a 65yr old in Cho et. al was applied to all subjects in our cohort <65yrs (we 

129 explore the limitations of this approach in the discussion).

130 We then defined “lives saved” and “years of life saved” per patient for each protocol, p, and beds-

131 per-patient capacity level, (0 < c < 1), by first identifying the survival rate, 𝑆𝐵, and expected years of life 

132 lived post-discharge per patient, 𝐿𝑌𝐵, of our population in the baseline no scarcity scenario. Next, for each 

133 capacity level, we defined the expected survival rate (𝑆𝐵 × 𝑐) and expected years of life per patient (𝐿𝑌𝐵

134 × 𝑐) as the product of the baseline rates and the relevant capacity constraint (e.g. 0.5 beds er patient). 

135 Lives saved per patient, 𝐿𝑆𝑝,𝑐,  is the difference between the simulated survival rate for the protocol and 

136 the expected survival rate for that capacity. Years of life saved per patient, 𝐿𝑌𝑆𝑝,𝑐,  is the difference 

137 between the simulated number of life-years lived per patient for that protocol, and the expected number of 

138 life-years lived for that capacity.

139 All data analysis was performed in Python v3.11 using the pandas, matplotlib, numpy, scipy, 

140 seaborn and statsmodels packages. De-identified data is available at 
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141 https://figshare.com/s/fb7e6ac1702b5e9a95fd . Simulation and analysis code is available at 

142 https://github.com/jcherington/triage-sim.

143 3. Results

144 Our population of 3707 ventilator encounters with 3512 unique subjects had a mean (± std) age of 62 

145 (±16) (Table 1). Among them, Black and Hispanic patients were younger (56±17 and 53±18) compared to 

146 non-Hispanic White patients (64±15). Black patients were more likely (rate [95% CI]) to be diagnosed with 

147 COVID (.45 [.41-.49]), compared to Hispanic (.39, [.32-.47]) and non-Hispanic White patients (.33, [.31-

148 .34]). In addition, SOFA scores at the initial point of intubation were higher for White subjects (mean ± std: 

149 3.69 ± 0.07) than for both Black and Hispanic subjects (3.46 ± 0.15 and 3.14 ± 0.29).

150 Contrary to prior reported results(5,8,10) in our baseline population, we did not observe significant racial 

151 disparities in age-adjusted survival amongst White, Black and Hispanic patients who received mechanical 

152 ventilation (Table 2). Neither did we observe significant disparities in age-adjusted survival (rate [95% CI]) 

153 for patients who were COVID positive (.84 [.81-.87]) and negative (.83 [.76-.88]). In a multiple variable 

154 logistic regression model, SOFA score at the point of initial intubation (OR: .896, [.878-.916]), age in 

155 years (OR: .964, [.958-.969]), and Elixhauser score (OR: 1.054, [1.033-1.074]) were all predictive of 

156 survival, whereas sex, race and COVID-positivity were not significantly predictive (Table S7).

157 3.1 Allocation Inequalities

158 When simulating a shortage of ventilators where only one bed is available for two patients (c=0.5), and 

159 without controlling for other factors (i.e. clinical acuity), all protocols except Lottery exhibited significant 

160 racial disparities in allocation of ventilators (Table 2). Contrary to prior findings with simulated populations 

161 of COVID positive patients,(8) in our simulations with mixed populations of COVID positive and negative 

162 patients, allocation of ventilators favored non-Hispanic Black and Hispanic patients when compared to 

163 non-Hispanic Whites (Fig S9). Allocation disparities were most pronounced for the Age-based protocol 

164 and least pronounced in the context of the NY SOFA protocol.
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165 3.2 Survival and Lives Saved

166 In a simulation of moderate scarcity (0.5 beds per patient), the Age-based protocol had significantly 

167 higher overall survival rates (.3916 [.3914-.3918]) than any other protocol (Table 2). On the other hand, 

168 the NY SOFA (.3760 [.3758-.3762]) protocol resulted in lower overall survival rates than all other 

169 protocols except Lottery (.3629 [.3727-.3631]), both in overall and in age-adjusted terms for every 

170 racial/ethnic sub-population. The Bhavani, Colorado, and Pure SOFA protocols exhibited significantly 

171 lower rates of age-adjusted survival for White patients compared to both their Black and Hispanic 

172 counterparts, with the biggest racial inequalities in age-adjusted survival occurring for the Colorado 

173 protocol (White: .488, Black: .524). The Age-based and Lottery protocols exhibited significantly lower age-

174 adjusted survival for Black patients, compared to the White or Hispanic population. Unsurprisingly, the 

175 Age-based protocol heavily skewed survival towards younger Age groups, while NY SOFA and Lottery 

176 resulted in roughly similar distributions of survival across age-groups (Table S8 and Fig S10).

Table 2: Allocation and Survival by Protocol and Race and Ethnicity. 
Protocol Overall 

Survival (%)
Allocation Rate by Race and Ethnicity (%) Age-Adjusted Survival Rate (%)

Non-
Hispanic,

Black

Hispanic,
All Races

Non-
Hispanic,

White

Non-
Hispanic,

Black

Hispanic,
All Races

Non-
Hispanic,

White

Baseline
(100% 
capacity)

72.57
(70.83-74.23)

100 100 100 82.3
(74.5-87.4)

89.1
(78.4-94.1)

85
(81.4-87.4)

Lottery 36.29
(36.27-36.31)

50.1
(50.0-50.2)

50.3
(50.1-50.5)

50.0
(49.9-50.0)

41.1
(40.9-41.3)

45.0
(44.7-45.4)

42.5
(42.3-42.6)

Age 39.16
(39.14-39.18)

59.7
(59.6-59.8)

64.7
(64.5-64.9)

46.6
(46.6-46.7)

68.2
(68.1-68.2)

73.6
(73.5-73.8)

71.2
(71.1-71.2)

Pure SOFA 37.96
(37.94-37.97)

51.8
(51.7-51.9)

55.3
(55.1-55.5)

49.7
(49.7-49.7)

51.2
(51.0-51.4)

50.4
(50.1-50.7)

48.3
(48.2-48.5)

NY SOFA 37.60
(37.58-37.62)

50.5
(50.3-50.6)

51.0
(50.8-51.3)

50.0
(50.0-50.1)

44.5
(44.3-44.7)

47.1
(46.8-47.4)

44.5
(44.3-44.7)

Colorado 37.76
(37.74-37.77)

52.0
(51.9-52.1)

55.7
(55.5-55.9)

49.6
(49.6-49.6)

52.4
(52.2-52.5)

51.2
(51.0-51.5)

48.8
(48.7-48.9)

Bhavani 38.08
(38.06-38.10)

53.3
(53.2-53.4)

58.0
(57.8-58.2)

49.1
(49.1-49.2)

55.2
(55.0-55.3)

54.8
(54.6-55.0)

52.7
(52.6-52.8)

*Mean overall survival rate and 95% CIs are reported for 1000 Monte Carlo simulations at 50% scarcity.

177 Because survival rates are heavily influenced by the distribution of survival amongst sub-populations in 

178 our underlying cohort, we also estimate the number of lives saved by each protocol: i.e. the additional 
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179 number of lives saved by employing a protocol instead of using a lottery (Table 3 and Fig 1). In a 

180 simulation of c=0.5 beds per patient, the Age-based protocol saved more than twice as many lives per 

181 thousand patients (28.7 [28.6-28.9]) as the nearest competing protocol, Pure SOFA (16.7 [16.5-16.9]). 

182 Again, the NY SOFA protocol (13.2 [13.0-13.4]) saved the least lives per thousand patients of any 

183 protocol, both overall and for the Black (16.5 [15.4-17.5]) and Hispanic (9.9 [7.8-12.1]) sub-populations. 

184 This effect was reversed for the White sub-population, for whom the NY SOFA protocol saved the most 

185 lives (13.6, [13.3-13.9]) and the Age protocol the least (4.3 [4.0-4.6]). All protocols except NY SOFA 

186 exhibited significantly lower numbers of lives saved for White patients compared to both their Black and 

187 Hispanic counterparts, with the biggest racial inequalities in lives saved occurring for the Age protocol 

188 (White: 4.3 [4.0-4.6], Black: 99.9 [99.0-100.7], Hispanic: 143.4 [141.7-145.1]).

Table 3: Lives Saved by Protocol and Ethnicity/Race at 50% capacity

Lives Saved
per 1000 patients (95% CI)

Protocol Non-Hispanic,
Black

Hispanic,
All Races

Non-Hispanic,
White

Overall

Age 99.9
(99.0-100.7)

143.4
(141.7-145.1)

4.3
(4.0-4.6)

28.7
(28.6-28.9)

Pure SOFA 40.8
(40.0-41.7)

46.3
(44.5-48.1)

12.5
(12.2-12.7)

16.7
(16.5-16.9)

NY SOFA 16.5
(15.4-17.5)

9.9
(7.8-12.1)

13.6
(13.3-13.9)

13.2
(13.0-13.4)

Colorado 41.3
(40.4-42.2)

48.3
(46.5-50.1)

9.2
(8.9-9.5)

14.7
(14.5-14.9)

Bhavani 41.3
(40.4-42.2)

48.3
(46.5-50.1)

9.2
(8.9-9.5)

18
(17.8-18.2)

189

190 Fig 1. Lives saved per patient by protocol: A. Overall increase in lives saved per patient, for each 
191 protocol, at 50% scarcity. B. Lives saved per patient stratified by racial group, for each protocol, at 50% 
192 scarcity.

193

194 After simulating different capacity shortages, we noted that the magnitude of the dominance of the Age 

195 protocol was sensitive to the degree of scarcity (Table S9 & Figure 2). At 0.5 beds per patient the Age 

196 based protocol saves approximately 28.7 additional lives per 1000 patients (relative to the Lottery 
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197 protocol), while at 0.9 beds/patient, the protocol saves only 5.6 lives per 1000 patients. The differences 

198 between NY SOFA, Colorado and the Bhavani protocols at capacities of greater than 0.85 beds per 

199 patient are not statistically significant (Table S9 & Figure 2).

200 Fig 2. Lives saved at different levels of scarcity, for each protocol. The greatest differences between 
201 protocols occur at moderate levels of scarcity (i.e. ~0.5 beds per patient), and differences between 
202 protocols decline at both high and low levels of scarcity. 

203

204 3.3 Life-years saved

205 With respect to life-years saved, for a scarcity level of 0.5 beds per patient, the Age-based protocol saved 

206 more than twice as many life-years per thousand patients (3408 [3402-3413]) than the nearest competing 

207 protocol, Bhavani (1454 [1447-1461]) (Table 4 and Fig 3). The NY SOFA protocol saved fewer life-years 

208 than all other protocols, both overall (416 [407-424]) and for every racial/ethnic sub-population (White: 

209 377 [366-388], Hispanic: 450 [366-534], Black: 626 [591-661]). All five non-random protocols resulted in 

210 significantly fewer life-years saved for White patients when compared to both their Black and Hispanic 

211 counterparts (Table 4 and Fig 3). After simulating different capacity shortages, we again noted that the 

212 difference between Age and other protocols was sensitive to the degree of scarcity, but less so than lives 

213 saved (Table S9). For instance, at 0.9 beds/patient, the Age protocol saves only 681 [674-688] life-years 

214 per thousand patients, but continue to outperform its nearest competing protocol, Pure SOFA (299 [290-

215 308]), by a factor of two (Table S9).

Table 4: Life-years Saved by Protocol and Ethnicity/Race at 50% capacity

Life-years Saved
per 1000 patients (95% CI)

Protocol Non-Hispanic,
Black

Hispanic,
All Races

Non-Hispanic,
White

Overall

Age 5517
(5494-5540)

8531
(8478-8584)

2553
(2545-2561)

3408
(3402-3413)

Pure SOFA 1957
(1928-1985)

2245
(2172-2317)

584
(574-592)

839
(831-846)

NY SOFA 626
(591-661)

450
(366-534)

377
(366-388)

416
(407-424)
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Colorado 2226
(2198-2253)

2596
(2529-2662)

698
(689-708)

999
(992-1007)

Bhavani 2916
(2890-2942)

3748
(3688-3808)

1048
(1040-1057)

1454
(1447-1461)

216

217 Fig 3: Life years saved per patient. A. Overall increase in life years saved per patient, for each protocol, 
218 at 50% scarcity. B. Life years saved per patient stratified by racial group, for each protocol, at 50% 
219 scarcity.

220

221 4.0 Discussion

222 In this simulation study, we found that Age-based protocols significantly outperformed all other protocols 

223 with respect to both lives saved and life-years saved. At moderate levels of scarcity (i.e. 0.5 beds per 

224 patient), we estimate that selecting Age over Lottery could save approximately 29 lives per thousand 

225 patients requiring ventilation. When scaled to a national level, this level of effectiveness compares very 

226 favorably to classic public health interventions such as seatbelt use (14,955 lives saved per year)(18) or 

227 flu vaccination (7,200 lives saved from 36 million infections in 2020, or 0.2 lives saved per 1000 

228 infections).(19) Because age-based protocols discriminate on the basis of age, they have an uncertain 

229 legal status.. Among the other four protocols, the difference between the best (Bhavani) and worst 

230 performing (NY SOFA) protocols is less pronounced but still significant, saving approximately 5 lives and 

231 1040 life-years per thousand patients at moderate levels of scarcity. 

232 Notably, the level of scarcity appears to have a dramatic influence on the effect size of choosing different 

233 protocols. While the Age based protocol dominates the other protocols for both severe (0 – 0.2 beds per 

234 patient), moderate (0.4-0.6 beds per patient) and low levels of scarcity, the size of the effect diminishes 

235 substantially at low and severe scarcity. At very low levels of scarcity (e.g. 0.9 beds per patient), choosing 

236 Age over NY SOFA still saves 2.9 lives per 1000 patients. The differences between NY SOFA, Pure 

237 SOFA, Colorado and Bhavani at that level of scarcity are not statistically significant, suggesting that other 

238 ethical considerations such as complexity of implementation, transparency, and social acceptability may 

239 be decisive.
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240 One possible explanation for the poor performance of the NY SOFA protocol is that it has many fewer 

241 prioritization bands (i.e. only 3) than the other protocols (Age = 8 bands, Colorado = 10 bands, Pure 

242 SOFA = 23 bands, Bhavani = 28 bands). In principle, more bands add greater discriminatory power to a 

243 protocol and so enhance its ability to save lives at the margins. This is borne out by the significant but 

244 small improvement offered by the Pure SOFA protocol. This empirical result suggests that the value of 

245 treating clinically similar cases alike (by having relatively “wide” priority bands) must be weighed against 

246 the value of maximizing the overall numbers of lives saved.

247 4.1 Tradeoffs Between Lives and Life-Years

248 Much prior work has assumed that there is an empirical tradeoff between lives saved and numbers of life- 

249 years saved, thus necessitating a difficult normative decision about prioritizing different values in the 

250 context of disagreement.(2) In our simulations, that tradeoff is not evident. Not only does the Age-based 

251 protocol save the most lives, it also saves the most life-years. Indeed, this result appears to be robust for 

252 all protocols. While there is a high degree of variance in both survival and longevity within each protocol, 

253 protocols which save more lives on average also save more life-years on average. 

254 This result call into question the assumed tension between maximizing survival to discharge and 

255 maximizing life-years saved, but it also illuminates the different justifications one might have for focusing 

256 on the distinction between lives and life-years. For utilitarians, who aim simply to maximize the aggregate 

257 good, this result suggests that the distinction between lives and life-years is empirically unimportant when 

258 choosing a pandemic policy. For those who hold a “fair innings” view for the importance of allocating 

259 ventilators to younger patients, this result is less important – since saving people with long life 

260 expectancies is an ancillary result of prioritizing patients who have yet to progress through the different 

261 stages of life. Alongside the performance of the Age protocol, this result shows that prioritizing the young 

262 is at least compatible with maximizing the number of lives saved.

263 Fig 4: Tradeoffs between life years saved and lives saved. While there is significant variance in 
264 numbers of lives and life years saved, there is a strong positive correlation between each statistic for all 
265 protocols.

266
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267 4.2 Tradeoffs between Performance and Racial Disparities

268 Of those protocols examined, the protocol that offered the most equal distribution of survival rates over 

269 the three racial groups had the least favorable overall performance (excluding a simple Lottery). In our 

270 simulations, at all levels of scarcity and for all protocols except the NY SOFA and Lottery, the White sub-

271 population experienced significantly lower allocation rates, lives saved, and life-years saved. This finding 

272 is in prima facie tension with previously reported simulations of triage protocols with COVID-19 positive 

273 cohorts,(8) pre-pandemic cohorts,(9,10) and with the lived experience of actual COVID mortality in 

274 intensive care units.(5,20) Age-adjusted rates of survival remained significantly lower for White patients, 

275 and thus it is unlikely that the observed racial disparities are solely explained by the different age 

276 distributions amongst White non-Hispanic, Hispanic and Black non-Hispanic patients in our sample. 

277 Rather, we suspect that hospital-level population bias may explain this difference. In particular, there are 

278 two major hospital systems that offer adult critical care services in our student cohort’s metropolitan area, 

279 and we cannot assume that the distribution of patients between these systems is the same for each sub-

280 population. Hospitals serve particular patient populations, not national averages. This highlights that 

281 implementation of protocols may result in different aggregate outcomes in different contexts (i.e. with 

282 national-level results coming apart from regional or hospital level outcomes).

283 More interestingly, our results suggest a tradeoff between equalizing lives saved across racial groups, 

284 and maximizing the number of lives saved for each racial group. In our results, protocols other than NY 

285 SOFA greatly improve the number of lives saved for Black and Hispanic populations while making only 

286 marginal differences to the number of lives saved for the White population. Thus, while NY SOFA secures 

287 equality in survival rates, it would deprive Black and Hispanic populations of very large gains for little 

288 benefit in lives or life-years saved for White patients. Choosing NY SOFA in such cases would thus be a 

289 classic case of ‘levelling down’ – a situation where inequality makes little difference to the absolute 

290 welfare of the worst off group, but could markedly improve the welfare of other groups.(21) Notably, this 

291 tradeoff is only observable by simulating the set of alternative policies in a single population, and hence 

292 discussion of the value of equality in survival rates benefits from the use of simulation methods. 
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293 4.3 Limitations

294 This study has a number of important limitations. The first is that our dataset is limited to a single hospital 

295 system in a region with two major healthcare institutions. As we note above, this may partially explain our 

296 surprising findings regarding racial disparities in age-adjusted survival, because Black and Hispanic 

297 patients with poorer social determinants of health may have been more likely to have been admitted 

298 elsewhere. In future research, we hope to extract a region-wide dataset that eliminates hospital-level 

299 effects. 

300 Another limitation is that we did not collect, nor adjust for, the existence of a “do-not-resuscitate” order or 

301 a decision to undertake compassionate withdrawal. In principle, some patients subject to DNRs may have 

302 otherwise survived their admission and, given well characterized racial differences in the uptake of DNR 

303 orders, this may have artificially depressed survival rates for White patients relative to other racial sub-

304 populations.(22)  While this is true for survival rates, it is less likely to distort differences in the lives saved 

305 and life-years saved statistics since it accounts for variation in actual mortality (including withdrawal of 

306 treatment and natural expiration) and estimates deviations from “expected” survival rates for each 

307 population.

308 A final limitation of our simulation is that it does not allow for “re-allocation” of ventilators. Most existing 

309 protocols (including New York’s, Maryland’s and Colorado’s) allow patients a “timed trial” of ventilation, 

310 and contemplate mechanisms for removing ventilators from patients who are not improving at specified 

311 re-assessment timepoints.(23) The criteria for re-allocation (and the timing of re-assessments) must 

312 therefore strike a balance between giving each individual a chance to recover and preventing “wastage” 

313 of ventilators on patients who will not recover.(24) In this respect, the criteria for reallocation may have 

314 significant effects on the survival of individual patients and the overall numbers of lives saved. 

315 Unfortunately, our existing dataset and simulation strategy cannot accommodate reallocation of 

316 ventilators, since it only includes SOFA scores collected at point of intubation, and thus envisages 

317 allocation until survival or natural expiration. Future work should incorporate time-series datasets of 

318 patient trajectories while intubated, and simulation designs that allow for “pools” of ventilators to be 

319 allocated and re-allocated. We leave this extension for future work.
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320 5.0 Conclusion

321 In this paper we have empirically tested a number of assumptions that have been at the forefront of 

322 bioethical debates over the appropriate CSC protocols. In our simulation using actual patient data, we 

323 show several findings. First, there are clear performance differences between protocols, and age- or 

324 comorbidity-sensitive protocols appear to save more lives to discharge than protocols which rely on SOFA 

325 as an indicator of clinical acuity. Second, using comorbidity-adjusted estimates of post-discharge life 

326 expectancy, we show that there is unlikely to be a tradeoff between saving lives and saving life-years in 

327 the aggregate. Third, we identify that while there was tradeoff between equalizing lives saved between 

328 sub-populations and overall performance, those protocols with high levels of inequality were sometimes 

329 better for the least racial groups than protocols with more equal distributions of lives saved. These three 

330 findings cut to the heart of important bioethical debates, and should inform both philosophical and 

331 implementation work to improve CSC policy.

332 Moreover, we have reproduced and extended a methodology for prospectively and retrospectively 

333 analyzing the performance of different CSC protocols, under different levels of scarcity. Building on earlier 

334 work by Bhavani et al, we show not only that these simulation methods can be used to estimate survival, 

335 but also that they can also provide information about estimated life expectancy, inequalities between sub-

336 populations, and the optimal parameterization of models (i.e. numbers of bands, precise threshold for 

337 clinical acuity scores). Nonetheless, the work of empirically exploring CSC protocols is not complete. So 

338 far, no simulation protocol has been generated that includes (i) all critical care patients, (ii) is sensitive to 

339 duration of resource use, and (iii) accommodates re-allocation of resources. These components are 

340 critical to many currently-existing CSC protocols, and they may yield important empirical results that alter 

341 or contradict the results from the static allocation simulations conducted here and elsewhere.(8) Without a 

342 generalizable methodology for either post hoc or ex ante testing of the ethical assumptions underpinning 

343 re-allocation of resources, we will continue to lack evidence that future allocation policies achieve their 

344 intended ethical goals. We hope that the preliminary work we present in this paper spurs others to 

345 develop more robust, dynamic models that can inform CSC policy choices for the next public health 

346 emergency.
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428 Table S5: Descriptive Statistics for INCLUDED and EXCLUDED Encounters, April 2020 to May 2021

429 Fig S5: Violin plot of age distribution by race and ethnicity and COVID-positivity status (AAPI, AIAN, 

430 Multi-Racial and Unknown sub-populations are not shown).

431 Table S6: Distribution of SOFA Scores

432 Fig S6: Histogram of SOFA score distribution. Coloring indicates NY SOFA scoring bad, Red = first 

433 priority, Yellow = second priority, Blue = third priority.

434 Fig S7:  Survival rates by initial SOFA score and age. Single explanatory variable logistic regressions 

435 and 95% CI plotted. A. In these simple univariable logit models (Survival ~ SOFA” and “Survival ~Age”), 

436 each SOFA score point at intubation is associated with a 9.25% (7.38 – 11.09%) decrease in the 

437 probability of survival to discharge (Logit coeff. = -0.0971, std err = 0.010). B. In our population, each year 

438 of subject age is associated with a 3.65% (3.11 – 4.18%) decrease in the probability of survival to 

439 discharge (Logit coeff. = -0.0372, std err = 0.003).

440 Fig S8:  Initial SOFA Score and survival by race/ethnicity. A. Distribution of SOFA score by 

441 race/ethnicity B. In a single explanatory variable logistic regression analyzing the relationship between 

442 SOFA score and survival for each racial/ethnic sub-population, each SOFA score point at intubation is 

443 associated with decreases in the probability of survival to discharge of 13.15% for non-Hispanic, Black 

444 patients, 3.29% (-13.2% to +8.55%) for Hispanic patients of any race, and 8.71% for non-Hispanic, White 

445 patients. Logistic regressions and 95% CI plotted.

446 Table S7: Odds ratio of survival for whole population and racial sub-populations. A logistic 

447 regression model was used to calculate the relationship between survival and six explanatory variables: 
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448 race (ref: White, non-Hispanic), sex-assigned-at-birth (ref: female), SOFA score, Age, COVID positivity 

449 (ref:neg) and Elixhauser comorbidity index. The model was also run for each racial/ethnic sub-population. 

450 Odds-ratio are reported alongside 95% confidence intervals, significant effects (p=<0.01) in bold.

451 Fig S9: Racial disparities in allocation. For each protocol, the allocation rate for each race/ethnicity are 

452 shown. All rates reported are means of the underlying rates in 1000 simulations of 3700 encounters at 

453 50% scarcity.

454 Fig S10: Survival rate by Age and Protocol.

455 Table S8: Survival by Age Group at 50% capacity. Mean survival and 95% CI is reported for 1000 

456 Monte Carlo simulations at the indicated level of scarcity.

457 Table S9: Survival by Protocol at different Capacities. Mean survival and 95% CI is reported for 250 

458 Monte Carlo simulations at the indicated level of scarcity. All findings within and across capacity-levels 

459 are statistically significant to P < 0.05.

460 Table S10: Lives Saved by Protocol at different Capacities. Mean survival and 95% CI is reported for 

461 250 Monte Carlo simulations at the indicated level of scarcity. All findings within and across capacity-

462 levels are statistically significant to P < 0.05.

463 Table S11: Life-years Saved by Protocol at different Capacities. Mean survival and 95% CI is 

464 reported for 250 Monte Carlo simulations at the indicated level of scarcity. All findings within and across 

465 capacity-levels are statistically significant to P < 0.05.
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